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1 Introduction

The discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2] initiated a large-scale research program aiming for

the precise characterisation of the Higgs boson properties and of the details of the under-

lying Higgs mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. These studies rely largely on

measurements of the different Higgs boson production modes and decay channels, which

are becoming increasingly precise as more and more data is accumulated by the LHC

experiments. The interpretation of these precision data calls for equally precise theory

predictions, ideally taking into account the final-state definition used in the experimental

measurement, including fiducial cuts on the Higgs boson decay products as well as on ac-

companying objects such as hadronic jets. These predictions are obtained in perturbation

theory and become increasingly precise as higher orders are included. They play an impor-

tant role in translating the experimental measurements into so-called simplified template

cross sections [3], which are then used in precision studies of Higgs boson properties and

Higgs boson couplings.

The dominant Higgs boson production mode at the LHC is gluon fusion [4], which

is mediated through a closed top quark loop, corresponding to a Born process at O(α2
s).

This process displays very large QCD corrections at next-to-leading order (NLO) [5–8],

which motivated extensive work on the derivation of higher order QCD corrections to

gluon fusion. These are typically obtained in the limit of infinite top quark mass, which

is described by an effective field theory coupling the Higgs field to gluons. In this limit,

inclusive Higgs boson production in gluon fusion [9–17] and its rapidity distribution [18, 19]

is described up to third order in perturbation theory (N3LO), O(α5
s). The leading order
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gluon fusion process always produces a Higgs boson at vanishing transverse momentum,

such that the transverse momentum distribution starts only at O(α3
s). This distribution is

closely related to Higgs-plus-jet production, which has been computed to next-to-next-to-

leading order (NNLO, O(α5
s)) for infinite top quark mass [20–23], and to NLO including

exact top quark dependence [24, 25]. These calculations are either performed for a stable

Higgs boson [20, 22, 24, 25], or focus on the H → γγ [21, 23] or H → (2l, 2ν) [23]

decay modes.

The Higgs boson decay mode to four charged leptons (through H → ZZ∗) is partic-

ularly well-suited for precision studies [26–33], due to the clear final state signature and

the high momentum resolution that can be achieved in its reconstruction. At higher or-

der, predictions for fiducial cross sections in this mode are challenging the quality of the

numerical integrations, owing to the high dimensionality of the Born-level final state phase

space. They have been computed for the inclusive Higgs boson production process to

NNLO [13–15], corresponding to NLO-level for Higgs boson production at finite transverse

momentum.

In this paper, we extend the NNLO QCD description (for infinite top quark mass) of

gluon-fusion Higgs boson production [21] to include Higgs boson decays to four charged

leptons, thereby providing NNLO-accurate predictions, accounting for top quark mass

effects through rescaling, for fiducial cross sections in this decay channel. The calculation

is described in section 2. We perform a detailed phenomenological study of the recent

ATLAS and CMS 13 TeV measurements [30–33] of Higgs boson production in the four-

lepton decay mode in section 3, investigating in particular the impact of different fiducial

cross section definitions and lepton isolation prescriptions. Our findings are summarised

and discussed in section 4.

2 Setup

2.1 Framework of the calculation

Higgs boson production at the LHC mainly proceeds through the gluon-fusion channel,

which is mediated by a top quark loop. In the computation of cross sections, this top

quark loop can be integrated out, provided that the top quark mass is larger than all

scales involved in the process under consideration. In this limit, one obtains an effective

field theory (EFT, [34–36]), whose matching onto full QCD and its renormalisation have

been derived to four-loop order [37–43]. In the EFT framework, higher-order perturbative

corrections can be computed in massless QCD.

The EFT-based calculation of NNLO QCD corrections to Higgs boson production at

finite transverse momentum has been performed previously for on-shell Higgs boson pro-

duction [20, 22, 44, 45], as well as for the decay modes to two photons [21, 23] and two lep-

tons plus two neutrinos [23]. It involves the following partonic channels: (a) the two-loop

matrix elements of Higgs-plus-three-parton processes (double-virtual contributions) [46],

(b) the one-loop matrix elements of Higgs-plus-four-parton processes (real-virtual contri-

butions) [47–49] and (c) the tree-level matrix elements of Higgs-plus-five-parton processes
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(double-real contributions) [50–52]. All three types of NNLO matrix elements are sepa-

rately infrared divergent upon integration over the relevant phase spaces and only their sum

is finite. Consequently, their implementation requires a method to extract and recombine

the infrared singularities from each contribution. In our implementation [21], we employ

the antenna subtraction method [53–61]. Our calculation is implemented in a parton-level

event generator NNLOJET, and accounts for all partonic subprocesses and color-levels con-

tributing at NNLO level [21]. The Higgs boson decay to ZZ∗ → 4l is described in the

narrow-width approximation using the leading-order matrix elements [62, 63]. The imple-

mentation of Higgs boson decay in NNLOJET is checked by comparing Born-level predic-

tions for fiducial cross sections for final states with up to three jets with MCFM [64, 65]

and HNNLO [13–15].

In our numerical computations, we take the Higgs boson mass of mH = 125 GeV and

the corresponding decay width of 4.1× 10−3 GeV. The vacuum expectation value is fixed

to v = 246.2 GeV and the top quark mass (appearing in the Wilson coefficient at NNLO)

is 173.2 GeV. We use the PDF4LHC15 parton distribution functions (PDFs) [66] with the

value of αs(mZ) = 0.118 and mZ = 91.1876 GeV. Note that we systematically use the

same set of PDFs (PDF4LHC15 nnlo mc) and the same value of αs(mZ) for LO, NLO and

NNLO predictions. External quarks in initial and final states and final-state leptons are all

considered to be massless. The factorisation (µF ) and renormalisation (µR) central scales

are chosen dynamically on an event-by-event basis as,

µ ≡ µR = µF =
1

2

√
m2
H + (p4lT )2, (2.1)

where p4lT is the transverse momentum of the final-state four-lepton system. The theoretical

uncertainty is estimated by a seven-point scale variation, which amounts to varying the

renormalisation and factorisation scales independently by factor of 1/2 and 2 around µ to

the combinations of (µR, µF ) = (µ/2, µ/2), (2µ, 2µ), (µ, 2µ), (2µ, µ), (µ, µ/2) and (µ/2, µ)

and taking the envelope of the predictions as error estimate.

2.2 Quark mass effects

With the enlargement of the LHC data set, Higgs boson production can be measured over

an increasingly large kinematic range. For example, by combining measurements of vari-

ous Higgs boson decay channels, the Higgs boson transverse momentum distribution above

350 GeV could recently be determined with an error of about ±25% [67, 68]. At those high

transverse momenta, the quark loop probes energy scales comparable to or larger than the

top quark mass. Consequently, the EFT description is no longer applicable to the Higgs

boson production via gluon fusion. This implies that top quark mass effects can not be

neglected in the large transverse momentum region above pHT ∼ mt. The exact matrix ele-

ments with full top quark mass dependence have been known for some time at Born level

(one-loop) for Higgs-plus-jet final states [69, 70]. Recent progress in numerical calculations

of two-loop matrix elements [71–73] enabled the calculation of the NLO QCD corrections

to Higgs-plus-jet final states with full top quark mass dependence [25]. Analytical calcula-

tions of approximated massive two-loop matrix elements in [74–76] allowed detailed NLO
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phenomenology studies of top mass effects in the large transverse momentum limit [77] and

of top-bottom interference effects in Higgs-plus-jet production at the LHC [78, 79].

For fully consistent predictions of Higgs boson production at large transverse momen-

tum, one would ideally derive the NNLO QCD corrections involving matrix elements with

full top quark mass dependence, which would imply computing three-loop four-point am-

plitudes with an internal mass. Due to the complexity of computing those amplitudes,

such calculations are not feasible at present. Instead of the full calculation, one can apply

re-weighting procedures to approximate quark mass effects in the higher-order EFT predic-

tions. For inclusive observables such as the Higgs boson production cross section, the NLO

top quark mass corrections are observed [5, 6] to be well-approximated by re-weighting the

NLO EFT cross section by the ratio between the full and EFT predictions at LO:

RLO = σMLO/σ
EFT
LO , (2.2)

where σMLO includes the exact mass dependence of top quark loops. For differential observ-

ables such as the Higgs boson transverse momentum distribution, comparing predictions

at LO and NLO between the EFT and including the full top mass dependence, the work

in [25] has demonstrated a rather flat ratio for NLO over LO predictions at large trans-

verse momentum. This indicates that the NLO top mass effects can be estimated by a

multiplicative rescaling of the NLO EFT predictions:

dσMNLO

dpHT
≈ RLO(pHT )

(
dσEFTNLO

dpHT

)
, (2.3)

where RLO(O) is the generalised LO re-weighting factor for the differential distribution of

an observable O
RLO(O) =

(
dσMLO
dO

)/(
dσEFTLO

dO

)
, (2.4)

which is computed with the same fiducial cuts as the cross section under consideration.

The multiplicative re-weighting procedure which is defined by (2.3) has been referred to

as the EFT⊗LOM approximation in [21], where the differential cross sections in Higgs-

plus-jet production in the di-photon decay channel were studied up to NNLO EFT⊗LOM

accuracy. To estimate the quark mass effects in the Higgs boson to four-lepton decay

channel, we systematically apply this multiplicative re-weighting procedure to NLO and

NNLO EFT predictions:

dσN(N)LO⊗LOM

dO
= RLO(O)

(dσEFTN(N)LO

dO

)
. (2.5)

With the recent results [25] for the exact top quark mass dependence of the NLO cor-

rections in Higgs-plus-jet production at the LHC, this procedure could in the future be

refined through an NLO re-weighting factor RNLO(O) which would define an EFT⊗NLOM

accuracy, similar to the prescription used for double Higgs boson production [80].

The mass effects from bottom and charm quarks are numerically smaller than those

from top quarks. Nevertheless, one can include those effects by adding the corresponding
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Figure 1. The scaling factor RLO(p4lT ) (left) and RLO(pj1T ) (right) at leading order with exact

quark mass dependence.

quark loops in the numerator of eq. (2.4). In this paper, all re-weighting factors RLO or

RLO(O) include massive charm, bottom and top loops in σMLO or dσMLO with masses of mt =

173.2 GeV, mb = 4.18 GeV, mc = 1.275 GeV while keeping other light quarks massless.

To illustrate the corrections to EFT predictions with massive top, bottom and charm

quarks we apply fiducial cuts based on the CMS measurements [32, 33] with H → ZZ∗ → 4l

(+ jets) final states (see section 2.3 below for details) as an example. Figure 1 shows

RLO(p4lT ) for Higgs boson production as a function of p4lT and RLO(pj1T ) for Higgs-plus-jet

production as a function of pj1T (transverse momentum of the leading jet). We observe

that the exact quark mass dependence leads to a mild enhancement (up to about 4.1% for

RLO(p4lT ) and up to about 4.8% for RLO(pj1T )) in the transverse momentum region below

mt. For (p4lT , p
j1
T ) > mt, RLO(p4lT ) and RLO(pj1T ) falls off steeply with increasing transverse

momentum as the top quark mass in the loop starts to be resolved.

2.3 Definition of the fiducial cross sections

In order to facilitate a direct comparison with the differential cross sections measured by

CMS (2016 data [32] and 2016-18 data [33]) and ATLAS (2016 data [30] and 2016-17

data [31]), we apply fiducial event selection cuts in the Higgs-to-four-lepton decay mode

(with or without associated jets), which are summarized in table 1. The fiducial selection

criteria are slightly different between the two ATLAS measurements in [30] and [31], while

the two CMS measurements adopt the same fiducial cuts in both their analysis of a partial

set [32] and the full set [33] of the Run II data. For the H → ZZ∗ → 4l decay mode, the

measured lepton pairs come in three categories: 2e2µ, 4e or 4µ while τ lepton pairs are

excluded. Same-flavour-opposite-sign (SFOS) lepton pairs are identified to constrain the

invariant mass of Z boson candidates. In the 2e2µ case, there are only two SFOS pairs,

while in the 4e or 4µ case, there are four possible assignments of SFOS pairs. The SFOS

lepton pair with invariant mass closest to mZ is labelled as the Z1 candidate, while the

remaining SFOS lepton pair is labelled as the Z2 candidate. The H → ZZ∗ decay process

creates two off-shell Z bosons, and the CMS [32, 33] and ATLAS [30, 31] measurements

use different invariant mass cuts on mZ1 and mZ2 , as well as on the four-lepton invariant

mass m4l. Our calculation includes all these experimental cuts, with the exception of the
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CMS ATLAS I ATLAS II

Lepton Kinematics

1st lepton pl1T (GeV) > 20 > 20 > 20

2nd lepton pl2T (GeV) > 10 > 15 > 15

3rd lepton pl3T (GeV) — > 10 > 10

lepton p
e(µ)
T (GeV) > 7(5) > 7(5) > 5

Rapidity |ye(µ)| < 2.5(2.4) < 2.47(2.7) < 2.7

Lepton Isolation

Cone size Rl 0.3 — —∑
i p
i
T /p

l
T ( i ∈ Rl) < 0.35 — —

∆RSF(DF)(li, lj) > 0.02 > 0.1(0.2) > 0.1

Invariant Mass (GeV)

Z1 candidate mZ1
[40, 120] [50, 106] [50, 106]

Z2 candidate mZ2
[12, 120] [12, 115] [12, 115]

ml+l′− (SF+DF) > 4 — —

ml+l− (SF) — > 5 > 5

Four leptons m4l 125 125 125

Jet Definition

Algorithm anti-kT anti-kT anti-kT

Cone size R 0.4 0.4 0.4

pjT (GeV) > 30 > 30 > 30

Rapidity |yj | < 2.5 < 4.4 < 4.4

∆R(j, e(µ)) — > 0.2(0.1) > 0.1

Table 1. Fiducial cuts for final state leptons and jets in the calculations of NNLOJET (based on the

measurements of CMS [32, 33], ATLAS I [30] and ATLAS II [31]). Jet definitions do not apply to

the inclusive transverse momentum distributions. The prescriptions for lepton-jet separation differ

considerably between the two experiments, as described in detail in the text. For ATLAS, they are

part of the jet definition, while for CMS they are part of the lepton isolation.

four-lepton invariant mass, which is in our case always fixed to be the on-shell value of mH .

Owing to the small width of the Higgs boson, this approximation is justified for the ATLAS

and CMS cuts on m4l. Off-shell Higgs boson production becomes sizeable in this decay

mode only for invariant masses above 2mZ , which are vetoed by the experimental cuts.

The jet-related fiducial cuts and jet algorithm are only applied for the Higgs+jet cross

sections. CMS [32, 33] applies the standard anti-kT jet algorithm for jet clustering and jet

counting. ATLAS [30, 31] uses the anti-kT jet algorithm for jet clustering while applying

an additional criterion for the jet counting: in order to avoid ambiguities with the potential

assignment of leptons to jets, the ATLAS measurements [30, 31] remove any jet candidate

within ∆R(j, l) for each final-state lepton. Note that this criterion only affects the jet

counting but does not remove the event from any of the histograms such as the Higgs boson

– 6 –
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transverse momentum distribution. Besides this jet removal, the ATLAS measurements do

not apply lepton isolation cuts. In contrast, the CMS measurement [32, 33] requires the

scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all partons within a cone size of Rl around each

lepton to be smaller than 35% of the lepton’s transverse momentum (
∑

i p
i
T /p

l
T < 0.35 for

i ∈ Rl). If this criterion is not fulfilled, the lepton is not considered as a lepton in the list

of final state particles. In the theoretical calculation, this implies the removal of the event,

since less than four leptons are identified. The final-state leptons are also required to be

separated from each other by ∆R(li, lj) for any i 6= j in all four measurements [30–33].

The ATLAS measurement [30] further uses a different cone size for ∆R(li, lj) in the case

of same-flavour (SF) and different-flavour (DF) lepton pairs. The full set of the fiducial

cuts is summarised in table 1. We will see in section 3 below, how the different cuts and

isolation requirements affect the perturbative stability of the theoretical predictions.

2.4 Fiducial and inclusive cross sections

The experimental measurements of fiducial cross sections are used frequently to reconstruct

simplified template cross sections, which are kinematic distributions that are corrected to

stable Higgs boson production. These simplified template cross sections play an important

role in discriminating different Higgs boson production processes, and allow detailed studies

of Higgs boson couplings. In this reconstruction, the measured fiducial cross sections are

multiplied with acceptance factors (determined from theory or simulation) to extrapolate

them to a fully inclusive acceptance of the Higgs boson decay products (which we abbreviate

as inclusive cross sections in the following). These acceptance factors are often based on

leading-order theory predictions, since precision calculations for fiducial cross sections for

complicated high-multiplicity decay channels are only gradually becoming available.

Our calculations for fiducial cross sections in Higgs boson and Higgs-plus-jet production

in the H → ZZ∗ → 4l decay mode provide an excellent testing ground for the perturbative

stability of these acceptance factors. We distinguish between X = H → ZZ∗ → 4l,

denoting the final state with fiducial cuts and X = H denoting Higgs boson production

inclusive over its decay products.

By normalising to the respective leading-order predictions, one obtains the commonly

used K-factor, where all multiplicative mass corrections cancel:

KN(N)LO(O) =
dσ
X (+jet)
N(N)LO⊗ LOM/dO

dσ
X (+jet)
LOM /dO

=
dσ
X (+jet)
N(N)LO/dO

dσ
X (+jet)
LO /dO

. (2.6)

We define semi-inclusive differential distributions (no fiducial cuts on Higgs boson decay

observables) by using differential cross sections of inclusive Higgs boson production multi-

plied by the leading-order Higgs-to-four-lepton branching ratio:

dσ̃
H(+jet)
FO

dO
=

dσ
H(+jet)
FO

dO
× (BR2e2µ + BR4µ + BR4e) , (2.7)

with FO being LOM, NLO⊗LOM or NNLO⊗LOM. For mH = 125 GeV the branching

ratios of the Higgs boson decay are BR2e2µ = 5.8 × 10−5 for two different flavour lepton

– 7 –
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pairs and BR4e = BR4µ = 3.2×10−5 for two identical flavour lepton pairs. The total Higgs

boson decay width is 4.1× 10−3 GeV.

The ratio of fiducial and semi-inclusive cross section defines the acceptance correc-

tion factor:

AFO(O) =
dσ

H→ZZ∗→4l(+jet)
FO /dO

dσ̃
H(+jet)
FO /dO

. (2.8)

This factor can be computed perturbatively to FO = (LO, NLO, NNLO), thereby testing

its stability under higher-order corrections and its sensitivity to the cuts that define the

fiducial cross section.

3 Results

Higgs boson production with the subsequent decay to four leptons via two off-shell Z bosons

has been measured by ATLAS [30, 31] and CMS [32, 33], based on the data taken at 13 TeV.

Both experiments perform measurements in fiducial phase space regions, on one hand, to

ensure that all final state observables (jets, leptons) are within the detector coverage,

on the other hand, to apply lepton isolation algorithms that distinguish between leptons

from Z boson decay and those from electroweak fragmentation of hadrons within jets.

The measured fiducial total and differential cross sections for the four-lepton final states

(plus jets) receive contributions from all possible Higgs boson production channels at the

LHC. In this section we derive NNLO-accurate parton-level predictions for the Higgs boson

production via gluon-gluon fusion including the decay to four leptons in association with

a jet and investigate the effect of the lepton fiducial cuts and lepton isolation requirement

on the acceptance factors and their perturbative stability. Sub-dominant Higgs production

channels (vector boson fusion, associated production with a vector boson and top anti-

top quark fusion) become important at the 10% level. They also become dominant at

large Higgs transverse momentum region beyond 600 GeV. In the comparison to current

measurements from ATLAS and CMS, we do not include them in the theory predictions.

3.1 Acceptance factors for Higgs simplified template cross sections at the LHC

For Higgs-boson and Higgs-boson-plus-jet production, simplified template cross sections

that are differential in the Higgs kinematics are reconstructed from fiducial cross sections in

certain Higgs boson decay channels. This is achieved through acceptance factors, defined in

section 2.4, to extrapolate fiducial cross sections defined on the Higgs boson decay products

to inclusive phase space.

The shape of fiducial distributions in Higgs-related kinematic variables may be in-

fluenced by the fiducial selection cuts applied to the decay products. This is illustrated

in figure 2, which compares the Higgs boson transverse momentum distribution in the

four-lepton final state for the different analyses defined in table 1, using ATLAS I [30]

as normalization. At low transverse momentum CMS and ATLAS I coincide, while the

ATLAS II fiducial cross section is slightly larger due to the larger rapidity acceptance for

the leptons. At higher transverse momenta, both CMS and ATLAS II fiducial cuts retain

more events than the ATLAS I cuts. The stronger increase for the CMS fiducial cuts can

– 8 –
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Figure 2. Leading order (with full quark mass effects) four-lepton pT distributions at central scale

using different fiducial cuts and normalised with respect to the ATLAS I [30] fiducial cuts listed in

table 1.
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Figure 3. Transverse momentum distributions of the inclusive Higgs boson or four-lepton system

from Higgs boson decay for CMS (left), ATLAS I (centre) and ATLAS II (right) cuts normalised by

the corresponding LO distributions.

be traced back the less strict requirements on the transverse momenta of the sub-leading

leptons, which are produced in the decay of highly boosted Z-bosons.

Figure 3 displays the K-factors defined in eq. (2.6) for the Higgs boson transverse

momentum distributions. The blue curves correspond to the K-factors for the fiducial four-

lepton cross sections (defined in table 1), while the green ones indicate the K-factors for

inclusive Higgs boson production (which are identical in all three frames). Scale variation

bands are obtained by fixing the denominator of the K-factors at the central scale while

varying the numerator using the seven-point scale variation introduced in section 2.1 above.

We observe large K-factors for the inclusive distribution as well as for all three sets of

fiducial cuts at NLO and NNLO. The scale variations are reduced going from NLO to

NNLO by more than a factor of two. For the ATLAS I and ATLAS II analyses, the fiducial

K-factors at NLO and NNLO are almost identical to the inclusive ones. In contrast,

deviations between inclusive and fiducial K-factors are clearly visible for the CMS fiducial

cuts. Already at NLO, the inclusive K-factor is about 5% larger than the fiducial one,

and this discrepancy increases to about 9% at NNLO. The lepton isolation prescription
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Figure 4. Acceptance of inclusive Higgs boson transverse momentum distributions for Higgs

(upper) and Higgs-plus-jet (lower) production up to NNLO for CMS (left), ATLAS I (centre) and

ATLAS II (right) cuts.

applied by CMS [32, 33] is the main source of this deviation. We recall that the CMS

analysis rejects leptons that are accompanied by hadrons if the sum of hadronic transverse

momenta in a cone of size 0.3 around the lepton direction exceeds 35% of the lepton

transverse momentum. The increasing amount of parton radiation at higher orders covers

more and more final state phase space. This leads to the rejection of a larger number

of leptons (which passed all other lepton fiducial cuts) at each order, thereby explaining

the reduction of the K-factor compared to the inclusive case. ATLAS applies the lepton

isolation in a completely different manner, by rejecting jets that are found within a cone

of radius of 0.1 or 0.2 around the final state leptons. Unlike in the CMS prescription, the

lepton is retained, and the event is kept in the analysis. As a consequence, the ATLAS

fiducial K-factors are much closer to the inclusive ones at either perturbative order.

The differential acceptance factors as defined in eq. (2.8) for the four-lepton channel

are shown as a function of the Higgs boson transverse momentum in figure 4 for both

Higgs and Higgs-plus-jet final states. To estimate the scale uncertainties of acceptance

factors, as in figure 3, the uncertainty bands are obtained by fixing the semi-inclusive

distributions (eq. (2.7)) in the denominator at the respective central scale while varying

the numerator using a seven-point scale variation. Combined integration errors originated

from both inclusive and fiducial transverse momentum distributions are plotted as error

bars. The fiducial transverse momentum distributions for the four-lepton system constitute

the numerators of the acceptances, see (2.8). These are the same distributions used as the

numerators of the K-factors (2.6). Consequently, the properties of the K-factors of figure 3

propagate into figure 4 for various fiducial cuts. The central value of the acceptance

distributions are almost identical between LO, NLO and NNLO for the ATLAS I and
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Figure 5. Rapidity distributions of the inclusive Higgs boson or four-lepton system from Higgs

boson decay for CMS (left), ATLAS I (centre) and ATLAS II (right) cuts and normalised by the

corresponding LO distributions.

ATLAS II analyses. Because of the different lepton isolation prescription, in the CMS

analysis, the central value of the acceptance for inclusive Higgs boson production and the

Higgs-plus-jet production decrease by up to 3.1% from LO to NNLO. This indicates that

the estimation of acceptances from LO simulations do not fully capture the higher-order

effects from the lepton isolation prescription, which may in turn affect the determination

of simplified template cross sections from the four-lepton channel. The shapes of the Higgs

boson transverse momentum acceptance distributions are in general similar between LO,

NLO and NNLO for a fixed set of fiducial cuts. Between the different sets of fiducial cuts,

we observe a considerable change in the shapes of the acceptance factors, especially in the

region of large transverse momenta. These differences can be explained through the lepton

kinematic cuts in the different analyses, as discussed in figure 2 above. For Higgs-plus-jet

acceptance factors, we moreover observe a distortion around p4lT = 30GeV. This Sudakov

shoulder is caused by the requirement of observing at least one jet with pjT > 30GeV, and

is well-understood. Away from this region, the shape of the p4lT acceptance distributions are

similar for Higgs and Higgs-plus-jet production. When including higher order corrections,

the jet-lepton cone separation criterion ∆R(j, l) applied by ATLAS analyses does not cause

noticeable deviations for the p4lT acceptance between LO, NLO and NNLO distributions.

This is partially because of the small cone size required for jet-lepton separation which

applies only to relatively limited fiducial volume. Moreover, it should be recalled that

failing the ∆R(j, l) requirement will not cause the event to be removed; instead, the number

of jets is reduced.

As for the transverse momentum distribution, the Higgs boson rapidity distribution

is also inferred from fiducial distributions in specific Higgs boson decay channels. Since

the rapidity distribution is fully inclusive in the transverse momentum, its perturbative

expansion is related to the Higgs-plus-zero-jet process, i.e. starting one order lower in αs

than the transverse momentum distribution. In figure 5, we compute the K-factors for the

Higgs boson rapidity distributions up to NNLO for inclusive (green) and fiducial (blue)

event selection cuts. In the central rapidity region (where the bulk of the cross section is

contained), we observe an excellent agreement of inclusive and fiducial K-factors for the

ATLAS cuts, and a slightly lower fiducial K-factor for the CMS cuts. This pattern reflects

the different lepton isolation prescriptions and was discussed in detail above. At larger
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Figure 6. Acceptance of Higgs boson rapidity distributions for Higgs boson production up to

NNLO for CMS (left), ATLAS I (centre) and ATLAS II (right) cuts.

rapidities, |y4l| > 1.5, we first observe an increase in the fiducial K-factors, which is then

followed by a sharp drop that occurs in the region where the rapidity cuts on the individual

leptons become effective, and where the cross sections drop to zero. The initial increase in

the fiducial K-factors can be understood to be due to the extra radiation at higher orders,

which, for a given Higgs boson rapidity, allows the leptons to be more central, thereby

passing the fiducial cuts.

Figure 6 presents the acceptance distributions for the rapidity of the four-lepton system

from Higgs boson decay. As in figure 5, in the central rapidity region the shapes of the

distributions are less sensitive than the transverse momentum acceptances with respect to

different lepton isolation criteria. At larger rapidities of 1.5 < |y4l| < 2.5, the acceptance

distributions become more sensitive to the different fiducial cuts on the lepton rapidity

(which are similar for CMS and ATLAS I, but more loose for ATLAS II).

3.2 Comparison with LHC measurements

The ATLAS and CMS experiments have measured fiducial cross sections in the four-lepton

decay mode for Higgs and Higgs-plus-jet production at 13TeV. A summary of the fiducial

cuts applied in the ATLAS [30, 31] and CMS [32, 33] measurements are summarised in

table 1. Both CMS measurements use the same fiducial cuts. In the following, we com-

pare these measurements to the predictions obtained using NNLOJET for the gluon-fusion

production to NNLO in the infinite-top-mass EFT, re-weighted for quark mass effects by

the exact LO expressions, as described in section 2.2 above. The Higgs boson decay to

four leptons is described by using the narrow-width approximation with an on-shell Higgs

boson decaying to two off-shell Z bosons, each of which decay to a lepton-antilepton pair.

Figure 7 compares the ATLAS and CMS measurements for different jet multiplic-

ities with the NNLOJET predictions up to O(α5
s), which is up to NNLO accuracy for

Higgs-plus-one-jet final states (but only LO for Higgs-plus-three-jets). We observe a sig-

nificant reduction of scale uncertainties for the one-jet bin going from NLO to NNLO for

all three sets of fiducial cuts. The more recent ATLAS II [31] (79.8 fb−1) and CMS [33]

(137.1 fb−1) measurements of the Higgs-plus-one-jet cross section agree well with NNLO

theory predictions. Higgs-plus-two-jet production is described only to NLO, showing good

agreement with CMS [33], while the ATLAS II [31] measurement is considerably above the

theory prediction.
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Figure 7. Jet multiplicity in Higgs-plus-jet production up to NNLO for CMS [
∫
Ldt =35.9 fb−1]

(upper-left) and [
∫
Ldt =137.1 fb−1] (upper-right), ATLAS I [

∫
Ldt =36.1 fb−1] (lower-left) and

ATLAS II [
∫
Ldt =79.8 fb−1] (lower-right) cuts and integrated luminosities. NLO and NNLO EFT

predictions are re-weighted by LO quark mass effects.

Cross section [fb] ATLAS II Data [31] NNLO NNLO⊗LOM

σ4µ 0.97± 0.17± 0.05 0.700+0.066
−0.072 0.660+0.062

−0.068

σ4e 0.61± 0.21± 0.07 0.700+0.066
−0.072 0.660+0.062

−0.068

σ2µ2e 0.88± 0.21± 0.08 0.617+0.058
−0.064 0.582+0.055

−0.060

σ2e2µ 1.37± 0.22± 0.07 0.617+0.058
−0.064 0.582+0.055

−0.060

σ4l 3.84± 0.41± 0.23 2.65+0.250
−0.272 2.48+0.234

−0.255

σH [pb] 67.2± 6.8± 4.1 42.5+3.86
−4.28 40.1+3.64

−4.03

Table 2. The fiducial cross section of Higgs boson production measured in the four-lepton final state

using ATLAS II fiducial cuts listed in table 1. The decay channel of 2e2µ is distinguished from 2µ2e

by requiring the first lepton pair being the Z1 candidate as described in section 2.3. Experimental

errors are statistical and systematic. Theoretical uncertainties are from scale variation as described

in the text.

A similar discrepancy between ATLAS II data [31] and theory can also be observed

in the total fiducial cross section given in table 2. The measured total cross sections

for reconstructed inclusive Higgs boson production (σH) and for Higgs boson decay to

different lepton flavour combinations (σ4µ, σ4e, σ2e2µ and σ2µ2e) are consistently above the

NNLO and NNLO⊗LOM predictions. For inclusive Higgs boson production cross sections,

the sub-dominant production channels together contribute about 15% of the total cross

section [3] which can not explain the difference of about 68% between ATLAS II data and

NNLO⊗LOM predictions.
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Cross section [fb] CMS Data [33] NNLO NNLO⊗LOM

σ4µ 0.749+0.109
−0.098 0.643+0.056

−0.063 0.595+0.052
−0.058

σ4e 0.692+0.188
−0.160 0.574+0.049

−0.056 0.531+0.045
−0.052

σ2µ2e+2e2µ 1.295+0.190
−0.176 1.077+0.095

−0.107 0.998+0.086
−0.099

σ4l 2.733+0.330
−0.292 2.294+0.200

−0.226 2.124+0.186
−0.209

Table 3. The fiducial cross section of Higgs boson production measured in the four-lepton final state

using CMS fiducial cuts listed in table 1. The decay channels of 2e2µ and 2µ2e are not distinguished.

Experimental uncertainties are statistical and systematic errors combined. Theoretical uncertainties

are from scale variation as described in the text.
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Figure 8. Transverse momentum distributions of the leading jet produced in association with

a Higgs boson for CMS [
∫
Ldt =35.9 fb−1] (left) and [

∫
Ldt =137.1 fb−1] (centre) and ATLAS I

[
∫
Ldt =36.1 fb−1] (right) cuts and integrated luminosities.

The comparison of the total fiducial cross section between CMS measurement [33] and

theory presents better agreement than ATLAS. As summarised in table 3, the NNLO and

NNLO⊗LOM predictions are consistently below the CMS data for individual and combined

lepton flavour channels, while still being consistent within errors. The excess is compatible

with the anticipated contribution from the sub-dominant production channels, which will

need to be accounted for in the theory predictions once the measurements become more

precise with an increasing data set.

Both ATLAS [30] and CMS [32, 33] measured the transverse momentum distributions

of the leading jet in Higgs-plus-jet events. We compare these measurements to NNLOJET

predictions in figure 8. We observe that the NNLO corrections are sizeable especially in

the low transverse momentum region for pj1T < 100GeV. They are slightly larger for the

ATLAS I cuts than for the CMS cuts, which may be understood from the larger jet rapidity

acceptance in the ATLAS I analysis. While observing excellent agreement of the theory

description with the CMS measurement [33], we find the ATLAS I data [30] to be consis-

tently above the theory prediction, as already observed on the jet-binned cross sections in

figure 7. Unfortunately, a measurement of the jet transverse momentum distribution has

not been performed on the larger ATLAS II data set.

Figure 9 shows the transverse momentum distributions of the Higgs boson produced

in association with exactly zero or one jet, which was only measured in the ATLAS I anal-
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Figure 9. Transverse momentum distributions of the Higgs boson produced in association with

zero (left) and one (right) jet for ATLAS I cuts and integrated luminosity.

ysis [30], with a pjT cut of 30GeV. Despite the relatively large experimental errors, it

demonstrates the feasibility of determining the Higgs boson transverse momentum distri-

bution in exclusive jet bins, which will be instrumental in the future to disentangle different

Higgs boson production processes. For the Higgs boson transverse momentum distribution

with a jet veto (zero-jet exclusive), the first bin is computed from Higgs boson production

up to NNLO, while the second and the third bin are obtained from Higgs-plus-jet final state

up to NNLO. In the one-jet bin, the Higgs boson transverse momentum distribution does

not receive a LO contribution below 30GeV, and consequently displays a Sudakov shoulder

leading to large corrections and poor perturbative convergence in the first and second bin.

At the level of the inclusive Higgs production cross section, the effect of this kinematical

requirement can be viewed as a jet veto, whose resummation is well-understood [81–84].

To obtain reliable predictions for the Higgs transverse momentum distribution in Higgs-

plus-jet final states in the vicinity of the pjT cut will require these jet veto resummations

to be extended towards more exclusive final states, similar to [85]. Outside this region, we

observe that the NNLO⊗LOM theory predictions provide a good description of the ATLAS

data, and that the remaining theory uncertainty is below 10%.

Higgs boson transverse momentum distributions are compared with the available AT-

LAS and CMS measurements in figure 10. The NNLOJET predictions are obtained from

the Higgs-plus-jet process by replacing the jet algorithm by a small cut on the Higgs bo-

son transverse momentum, aligned with the first bin edge of the experimental data. To

describe the full transverse momentum spectrum including the first bin requires the resum-

mation of large logarithmic corrections [86–92]. The NLO and NNLO K-factors for these

distributions are kinematics dependent and were already discussed above in the context of

figure 3. We observe that the NNLO predictions provide an improved description of the

experimental data especially for small p4lT below 80GeV. At larger transverse momentum,

the theory description of the ATLAS II [31] and CMS [33] data (which each correspond to

the larger data sets) is satisfactory within errors. Overall, it is observed that the exper-

imental data in this region are typically exceeding the theory predictions, especially for

p4lT > 150GeV. In this region, gluon fusion Higgs boson production is complemented by

sizeable contributions from other production processes (vector boson fusion and associated

production with a vector boson), which are not included in the present study.
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Figure 10. Transverse momentum distribution of the Higgs boson for CMS [
∫
Ldt = 35.9 fb−1]

(upper-left) and [
∫
Ldt = 137.1 fb−1] (upper-right), ATLAS I [

∫
Ldt = 36.1 fb−1] (lower-left) and

ATLAS II [
∫
Ldt =79.8 fb−1] (lower-right) cuts and integrated luminosities.

3.3 Lepton transverse momentum distributions

The future increase of the LHC data set will enable multi-differential measurements in spe-

cific Higgs-boson final states, thereby opening up novel opportunities for precision studies

of Higgs boson production and decay. The interpretation of such future measurements will

rely on theory predictions for the relevant fiducial distributions. To illustrate that such

types of fiducial distributions can be reliably predicted using NNLOJET, we present in fig-

ure 11 the individual transverse momentum distributions of all four leptons in Higgs-plus-

jet production, computed for the ATLAS II fiducial cuts. The leptons are ordered by their

transverse momentum, and summed over charge and flavour. The theory uncertainties are

obtained from the common seven-point scale variation and the numerical integration errors

are indicated on the central values as error bars. The distributions for the leading and sub-

leading leptons are very stable throughout the plotted region. The statistics for the third

and fourth leptons drop drastically beyond 300 and 200GeV respectively, exhibiting rela-

tively large residual integration errors. All four leptons must satisfy the fiducial selection

criterion and are identified as isolated leptons. Each of the lepton transverse momentum

distribution can be integrated to the same total cross section (within corresponding Monte

Carlo errors) which explains the differences in hardness and low-momentum shapes in the

left panel of figure 11. On the right panel of figure 11, predictions for each lepton are

normalised to the corresponding NLO⊗LOM distribution. We observe non-flat NNLO cor-

rections for all four leptons with up to +17% corrections in the peak region. The scale

uncertainties for NLO⊗LOM are typically at a level of ±19%, which are reduced to about
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Figure 11. Transverse momentum distributions for each of the four leptons from Higgs boson

decay associated with a jet for ATLAS II cuts.

+4%
−8% at NNLO⊗LOM. These distributions illustrate the non-trivial effects of higher order

QCD corrections on fiducial cross sections, which are often controlled by a subtle interplay

between fiducial cuts, isolation prescriptions and extra QCD radiation.

4 Conclusions and outlook

In this paper, we investigated the effect of QCD corrections up to NNLO on the fiducial

cross sections for Higgs boson production and Higgs-plus-jet production in the H → 4l

decay mode. Owing to its kinematic complexity, this decay mode had previously not

been computed to NNLO accuracy for Higgs-plus-jet final states and the Higgs boson

transverse momentum distribution. Our calculations were performed using the NNLOJET

framework in an effective field theory with infinite top quark mass. Finite-mass effects were

corrected for by a leading-order multiplicative re-weighting. NNLO corrections are found

to be sizeable and kinematics dependent, and they lead to a substantial reduction of scale

uncertainties to a level of about 10% in most distributions.

The four-lepton fiducial cross sections are used frequently to infer simplified template

cross sections that enter into global analyses of Higgs boson couplings and properties. This

conversion is based on acceptance factors, which allow to convert the fiducial measure-

ments to full acceptance. We investigated the perturbative stability of these acceptance

factors, and found that they were very stable for the ATLAS H → 4l measurements, while

decreasing with increasing order for the CMS H → 4l measurements. This difference could

be understood to be due to the different lepton isolation prescriptions: ATLAS uses a jet-

lepton overlap criterion, leading to the potential removal of the jet (but not the lepton),

while CMS uses an isolation cone around the lepton, leading to a potential removal of the

lepton. QCD corrections to the acceptance factors are uniform in transverse momentum,

but show a dependence on the Higgs boson rapidity in the region approaching the lepton

rapidity cuts.

We performed a detailed comparison with the ATLAS and CMS measurements per-

formed at 13TeV. Overall, the NNLO theory predictions provide a good description of

the experimental data, typically with uncertainties well below the experimental errors. At
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large transverse momentum, the experimental measurements usually exceed the theory pre-

dictions, indicating the increasing importance of other Higgs boson production processes

besides the dominant gluon fusion mechanism considered here.

Our results allow the precise QCD computation of fiducial cross sections and acceptance

factors, and can be extended to arbitrary infrared-safe distributions related to Higgs-plus-

jet final states. They prepare the ground for precision studies of Higgs boson couplings

and properties with upcoming high-luminosity LHC data.
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